Preliminary issues analysis – for information only

Summary of issues arising from submissions received on the
draft Barron Resource Operations Plan amendment
1

Introduction

The draft Barron Resource Operations Plan amendment (draft ROP) was released on 15 April
2010 and was supported by five public meetings between the department and the Barron
community. These meetings were held in the Tolga, Atherton, Yungaburra and upper Barron
areas.
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Around 100 people attended the public meetings and were invited to provide submissions on
the proposed amendments. In addition, departmental officers from the department’s North
Region met with over 40 individual water users to discuss issues and provide addition
information to support submissions and increase general understanding of draft ROP
proposals. The submission period closed on 4 June 2010 and a total of seventy, properlymade submissions were received.
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A large number of the submissions (51) contain the same issues. In fact, submissions
received from 45 people in the upper Barron area are exactly the same in content, with a
further 6 submissions containing that content plus some additional points.
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These submissions have been analysed and classified into issue groups. A preliminary
description of the action to be taken in regard to each issue has been proposed and some
simple descriptive statistics applied to those issues. The occurrence or frequency of an issue
is not the only indicator of its importance or the need to act on the recommendation of the
submission. For example, submissions from SunWater or Cairns Regional Council must be
examined in detail and the recommendations they contain must be addressed.
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This brief report outlines the types of submission received. This paper will be followed by a
more detailed analysis of appropriate actions in regard to issues to be undertaken by officers
from Water Planning – North and North Region in late June 2010.
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Issues contained in the submissions were related to 108 subcatchment or management areas
within the draft ROP area. Forty-nine percent (53 issues) of issues identified related to water
use in the Leslie Creek or Upper Barron zones. There were seventeen issues raised concerned
with groundwater in either Atherton Subartesian Area A or B.
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Interest group and water use

Participants identified themselves as belonging to a total of 158 interest groups. The largest
of these interest groups were irrigators utilising unsupplemented water. This group accounted
for 60 submissions. The second most significant contributor group were irrigators using
subartesian water with 56 people identifying with this interest group. In addition, the most
common use of water was irrigation and a large number of respondents also used water for
stock and domestic uses. Table 1 describes the interest groups and water use associated with
issues.
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Table 1 Draft ROP - Interest groups and water use associated with issues.
Interest group
Number
Use of Water
Number
Irrigator
60 Irrigation
59
(unsupplemented)
Irrigator
56 Stock
17
(subartesian water)
Stock & domestic
12 Domestic
15
user
(household)
Riparian landholder
9 Farming
8
Irrigator
4 Industrial
2
(supplemented
water)
Water service
3 Other
1
provider
Local Government
3
Grazier
3
Dryland farmer
3
Small business
2
Horticultural
1
interests
Environmental
1
interests

R

There were a total of 66 issues mentioned in submissions. The bulk of these were related to
water trading in unsupplemented and subartesian water. Following is a brief summary of the
major issues identified. The following sections and tables describe each of the major issues
contained in submissions in order of frequency of mention.
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The major issue arising from both the public meetings and the submission process is the high
value that the community places on a flexible trading marking that allows seasonal
assignment of water as freely as possible (Table 2). Submissions indicate that intrazone
boundaries present an unnecessary barrier to seasonal assignment (permanent trade is
allowed) and that seasonal assignment should be allowed.
Another important issue concerns the rate at which water may be taken when it has been
traded. Fifty one submitters stated that it is impractical for pumps and irrigator nozzles to be
changed to change ‘instantaneous take rates’. These submissions suggest that the daily limits
should be used.
Other issues included suggestions that trade between surface and groundwater should be
permitted and detailed suggestions about near zone boundary issues (Table 2). An issue was
also raised regarding the need for approval of an application to increase the maximum rate of
take once the draft ROP has been finalised (as permitted).
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Table 2 Unsupplemented water licence dealings
Water licence dealing issue
Sharing 'instantaneous take' and daily volumetric limit when water is traded.

Number
51

Increased trading flexibility including interzone seasonal assignment and
permanent trade.
Increased flexibility for the trade of water available between January and June.

50
48

Allow seasonal assignment downstream across zone boundaries in the same
watercourse eg. Intrazone trade in the Upper Barron (zones linked).
Trading will not be effective in Spring Creek. Opposition to trade from
downstream to upstream in Spring Creek.
Allow greater flexibility and review of applications by Chief Executive where
zone boundaries converge (Received verbal approval of an additional pump site.
Went ahead and invested. Compliance action. Property is on the boundaries of
Sub catch Area C, Upp. Barr. C, Upp. Barr. B, Scrubby Ck; Ahyah Ck.).
Expand trading to include trade between unsupplemented, supplemented and
groundwater systems.
Allow seasonal assignment from the top of Gwynne's Creek down to its junction
with Nicholas Creek, and in Nicholas Creek from 49-Sch4 - Personal Information
Don
not allow trading from Nicholas Creek to Gwynne Creek or viceversa.

3
2
1

M
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Table 3 shows the high number of submissions (48) that mention trigger levels and flow
durations for limiting access to water or for withdrawing that limitation. There were a
considerable number of submissions (also regarding groundwater observations bores) that
argued that a lack of gauging stations in some areas would always result in a flawed process
for identifying appropriate environmental flows.
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Table 3 Unsupplemented water sharing rules
Water sharing rule issue
Flow level trigger points compared to historical data in Leslie Creek

Number
48
48

D
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Restrictions should be only applied after 14 consecutive days of flows below
limits and should be removed after 14 consecutive days above the limit
Lack of gauging stations and real data on which to base environmental flows in
Cherry, Spring or Rocky creeks
Pumping has no impact on environmental flows
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Table 4 relates to subartesian management areas. The main issues are trade and seasonal
assignment between zones and the combination of zones in Area A. Submissions also raise
the some concern that groundwater zones are not based on underlying geology.
Table 4 Groundwater dealings
Subartesian water dealings issue
Allow permanent trade between groundwater zones in management areas A & B

Number
3

Combine zones A3, A4 & A6 into one zone.

3

Expand trading of groundwater into adjacent zones.

3

Cross subsidisation' between groundwater and surface water. Conjunctive use.

1

Lack of trading opportunities in Atherton Subartesian Area A. Advertised in local
newspaper and there were 'no takers'.

1
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Allow trading between adjoining groundwater zones within a groundwater
management area.
Groundwater zones are restrictive to trade and not based on underlying geology

1

Increase trading flexibility in groundwater management area A - remove barriers
provided by the current 6 draft zones. Realign zones with surface water
boundaries and cut the number of zones from 6 to 3. Suggested new boundaries
identified on a map.

1

1

Most of the issues raised regarding the sharing of subartesian water were focussed on the use
of observation bores, rather than stream flows, to determine limits (Table 5). There was also
a suggestion that the amount (%) of groundwater that could be extracted during periods of
low flow should be substantially increased.
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Table 5 Groundwater sharing rules
Subartesian water sharing issue
Base Groundwater Area B restrictions on data from observation bores rather than
stream flows. Use Area A observation bores to complement Area B observation
bores.
Groundwater restrictions based on stream flows in Tables M and O. Raise the
percentage of nominal entitlement that may be accessed under the limitations.
Provide public access to 'current' streamflow information on DERM website.

4
2
1

SE

No clear explanation of how volumetric limits in zones were derived.

Number
5
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Table 6 includes the issues that are either an issue addressed by the ‘in force’ Water Resource
(Barron) Plan 2002 (WRP), already dealt with through another process, or outside the scope
of the draft ROP process. The on-farm storage issue was the most frequent issue raised in
submissions and relates to the approval of sites for storing high flow water for future use.
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Table 6 Other issues – WRP issues or dealt with outside the ROP amendment
Other issues (WRP or dealt with through another process)
On-farm storage sites should be made available for high flow water (on-farm
storage).
Conversion of area-based licences to volumetric entitlements.

R

Groundwater trading should be limited to agricultural landholders.

Number
50
11
3

Offer to privately fund additional observation bores.

2

Licence conversion at 'stated volume' as allowed under section 30 (a) of the
Barron WRP (note: the volume is contained within a condition on the licence and
the submitter wanted to be converted at 10 ML/hectare).
Seasonal volumetric limits that are not adequate to sustain current irrigation
practices.
Do not respecify licences in Subcatchment Area D until the scheduled mandatory
review of the WRP.
Amount of water allocation (WRP issue). Not allocated enough water (nonconversion issue).
4,000 megalitres of unallocated water should be freed up for irrigators (note: used
to provide for 10Ml/hectare conversion rate)
Process for allocating groundwater is flawed and unfair.

2

Heed the independent advice and process of determining groundwater yield in
Atherton Subartesian Area A. 14,500 ML yield (WRP).

1
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Review EFOs during mandatory WRP review.

1

Attachment 7 lists the Cairns City daily volumetric limit as 88 ML. This has been
corrected to 122 ML/day by DERM (letter 12 May 2010).
Fluctuations to releases from Tinarroo falls dam to be capped to 50 ML/day
increments whether there is hydro release or not.
Criticism of the Water Advisory Group process and usefulness.

1

Future adverse impacts of the ROP amendment on agriculture.

1

History of representations to Ministers and a description of the commitments
given to address irrigator issues.

1

5

1
1

Supplemented water submissions
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The main issue raised by two substantial submissions concerned with water supplied from the
Mareeba Dimbulah Water Supply Scheme (MDWSS) was the carry over rules. These
submissions suggested that carry over in the MDWSS should be extended to a full water year,
called for clarification and definition of a spill, express 668.0 metres AHD in TFD as a
percentage or capacity.

SE

Another private submission called for the redistribution of water reserved for Cairns City
(4,000 ML) to irrigators.
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Cairns Regional Council provided a submission with the main issues being that
instantaneous take needs to be 1,694 litres per second to supply treatment works. The daily

SunWater submission
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volumetric limit for the council licence was also identified as a mistake that needed correction
but this issue was already dealt with through processes outside the draft ROP process (Table
6). The Council also requested a separate meeting to clarify (direct to Council), the impacts
of 'critical' Tinaroo Falls Dam water levels and how they might affect the water reserved for
future use by Cairns Regional Council.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Include provision for SunWater to submit an updated Implementaion Program.
SunWater can prepare and submit critical Water Supply Arrangements to the Chief
Executive Officer.
Changes to 'High' category flow volumes at Node 2 (Table 4)
Retain footnote to Table 6 Hydro releases (Maximum Daily River Flows)
s82 (2) (b) implies that Carry Over is protected ahead of high priority water. If AA
was zero then carry would not be possible. Delete the 'CO' part of the equation.
Silation effects in weirs prevents them being used in Table 7 (AA paremeters)
likewise 'dead storage'.
Suggested amendments to wording of announced allocations s81
Typographical error 'Announced Allocated'
Wording of publicly announcing amount of individual carry over. Not made publicly
available at present.
s177 (monitoring) should be deleted as it repeats information already recorded in the
SWIMS database.
s183 Collins Weir is not required to be monitored for water quality?
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A submission was provided by SunWater that included the following points:
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•
•
•

7

s183 Use the water quality monitoring standard described in DERM's Monitoring and
data Collection Standard. Delete section 183 and refer to section 9 of the ROP.
s189 Changes to quarterly reporting arrangements are suggested to use data contained
in the SWIMS database and to exclude DERM-owned gauging stations.
Is it not necessary to reproduce quarterly monitoring results for Copperlode Dam in
annual reports?

What next?

This report is a preliminary description of the kind of issues presented by submissions on the
draft ROP. It is the result of the first phase of issue analysis work and is for information
purposes only. Water Allocation and Planning group will meet with officers from North
Region to further analyse the issues and to determine what action may be taken on those
issues.
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At present, a Resource Operations Plan Referral Panel has been identified and is scheduled to
meet between 27-30 July 2010 to deal with issues that require independent advice. Issues
papers will be developed, as required, to inform that panel process. Other issues will be
investigated by the department.
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Attachment 2: Departmental analysis of the issues raised in submissions on the amending draft Barron Resource
Operations Plan

R
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A change to the location of a water
allocation from Ahyah Creek zone
to any other zone is a prohibited
change.

N

One submitter
requested a review of
the Ahyah Creek zone
configuration so that
trading between Ahyah
Creek and the
downstream Barron
River zone could be
allowed.

-D

Section 142E of the
amending draft plan
details changes to
water allocations that
are prohibited. A
change to the location
of a water allocation
from Ahyah Creek
zone to any other
zone is a prohibited
change.

Departmental Analysis

The hydrologic modelling of the
Upper Barron catchments indicates
that each catchment has different
characteristics and the entitlements
in these catchments have different
performance characteristics.

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions
The plan’s provisions
are unchanged.

AS
E

Water allocation
change rules

Submitter Issue

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration
Not within the
scope for
referral to the
resource
operations plan
Referral Panel.

EL
E

Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions
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Attachment 1A in the
amending draft plan
shows the zones in
subcatchment area C
of the plan area.

This means that each zone has
unique performance indicators
which have been developed for that
zone to ensure the security of a
water user’s entitlement as well as
environmental flows. Introduction
of zonal trading would require
complicated exchange rates that are
not supported by a commensurate
level of model and data reliability.
The trading rules in the amending
draft plan still provide significant
trading opportunity for water users
whilst maintaining the security of
water allocations as well as
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Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

Submitter Issue

Departmental Analysis

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

environmental flow objectives.
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Sections 142A to
142F detail the
permitted and
prohibited changes
that can occur to a
water allocation.

The submitter is
concerned that a water
allocation subdivision
rule which requires that
the maximum rate of
take for a water
allocation be divided in
proportion to the
annual volumetric limit
for the water allocation
will negatively impact
on the water allocation
holder’s ability to trade
their water allocation.

D

Sections 141 and
141A outline the
rules for subdividing
and amalgamating
water allocations.

TI

Subdivisions and
amalgamations of
water allocations
and water
allocation change
rules
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The department will monitor trading
activity and assess the effectiveness
of zone configuration as part of the
annual reporting requirement for
implementing the water resource
plan. The current zone configuration
can be reassessed in the future to
determine if further trading
flexibility can be accommodated.
The plan does not detail any rules
for specifying the rate of take when
subdividing or amalgamating a
water allocation. This is an omission
in the draft amending plan as,
without this specification, there is
potential to increase interference
with water taken under an
allocation. This can impact on the
security of all water entitlements.

Applications to
change the rate at
which water may be
taken must be made
within one year of the
plan’s
RTI- 13-246

The submitters are
concerned that when
subdividing a water
allocation they will be

To maintain the security of all water
entitlements and to address the
submitters concerns about ensuring
there is some flexibility in
specifying the rate of take on a
water allocation that is the result of
a subdivision, a new rule has been
developed. The new rule will state
File A

Not within the
scope for
referral to the
resource
operations plan
Referral Panel.

Section 141 of the
plan will be amended
to state that
subdivision of a
water allocation is
permitted where “the
sum of the maximum
rate of take on the
new water allocations
is equal to the
maximum rate of take
of the water
allocation that is
being subdivided.”
Section 141(1)(a), (c)
and (d) will be
condensed into a
single subsection.
8 of 65

Departmental Analysis
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that when creating new water
allocations, the sum of the
maximum rate of take for the new
water allocations must be equal to
the maximum rate of take of the
water allocation that is being
subdivided.
This does not mean that the
maximum rate of take must be in
proportion to the nominal volume or
the annual, seasonal or daily
volumetric limits of the new water
allocations created. Rather, the
maximum rate of take cannot be
increased as a result of the
subdivision of a water allocation.

AS
E

forced to specify a
reduced rate of take on
the new water
allocation. This would
render the subdivided
water allocation
worthless as they
would not reduce the
rate of take on that part
of the original water
allocation they were
keeping.
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commencement. Any
change to the rate of
take must not result
in a rate of take that
is greater than that
specified in the water
resource plan for
existing pump size
stated on an existing
development permit
associated with the
existing water
allocation.

Submitter Issue

EL
E

Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

Similarly, section 141A will also be
amended to state that the maximum
rate of take of the new water
allocation is equal to the sum of the
maximum rate of take of the water
allocations being amalgamated.
In the draft amending plan, the rate
of take is dependent on the capacity
of the works described on the

RTI- 13-246
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Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions
This new subsection
will state that “the
sum of the annual
volumetric limits,
seasonal volumetric
limits and daily
volumetrics of the
new water allocations
is equal to the annual
volumetric limit,
seasonal volumetric
limit and daily
volumetric limit of
the water allocation
that is being
subdivided.”
Subsection (1)(b) will
also be amended to
state that the nominal
volumes for the new
water allocations are
in the same
proportion as the
nominal volume to
annual volumetric
limit ratio for the
water allocation that
is being subdivided.
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Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

Submitter Issue

Departmental Analysis

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions
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development permit on the day the
plan commences. Water allocation
holders have 12 months from the
plan commencement to apply to
change the maximum rate of take on
their water allocation.
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Forty-seven submitters
requested that interzonal seasonal water
assignments be
permitted as this would
provide greater
flexibility for irrigators
to match the annual
cropping practices with
the seasonal variability
in water availability.

R

Chapter 7, part 1
Seasonal water
assignment between division 3, of the
amending draft plan
zones
details the rules that
apply to a water user
who wishes to
seasonally assign all
or part of their water
allocation. Water that
has been seasonally
assigned must be
taken from the same
zone as water taken
under the water
allocation. The water
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As water allocations traded in full
retain the rate of take stated on the
water allocation, it is not appropriate
to leave the maximum rate of take
on water allocations that are
subdivided to be increased above
the rate of take specified on the
original water allocation.
The draft Plan did not consider
inter-zonal seasonal water
assignment to ensure that permanent
trading between zones would not be
impacted by seasonal water
assignment.

RTI- 13-246

The submitters
suggested a ‘first come,
first served’ approach

After considering the issue, the
department agrees that seasonal
water assignments and permanent
trading can be managed in the same
manner by adopting the maximum
and minimum annual volumetrics
outlined in the draft plan (tables
14A, 14B and 14C) for the Upper

File A

This issue was
considered by
the Referral
Panel.

The rules relating to
seasonal water
assignments are being
amended. The new
rules will be managed
The Panel
agreed with the in conjunction with
section 142(2) of the
department’s
recommendation draft resource
operations plan for
to allow both
changing the location
seasonal and
of a water allocation.
permanent
trading to be
managed to the
same maximum

10 of 65

Departmental Analysis

Barron, Leslie Creek and Mazlin
Creek zones. Once the maximum
volumetric limit for that zone is
reached, no further trading or
seasonal water assignments are
permitted into the zone. If the
minimum volumetric limit is
reached, no further trading or
seasonal water assignments out of
the zone would be permitted.

N
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M

for permanent and
seasonal trading.

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

AS
E

taken under seasonal
assignment must not
exceed the remaining
volume that may be
taken under the water
allocation in the
water year and in the
July to December
period inclusive.

Submitter Issue

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration
and minimum
volumetric
limits.

-D

Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions
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The submitters argued
that seven days was too
short a period to enable
irrigators in the Upper
Barron River, Ahyah
Creek, Peterson and
Scrubby Creek zones to
adapt to the
restrictions.

TI

Chapter 7, part 1,
division 4 of the draft
outlines the water
sharing rules that
apply to
unsupplemented
water allocations.
These rules detail the
limitations that the
chief executive will
impose on water
allocations when
certain streamflow
conditions are met.

R

Water sharing
rules for
unsupplemented
water allocations

RTI- 13-246

This approach is considered to be
the least confusing for irrigators and
easily manageable within existing
administrative arrangements.
The limitations for taking water
under a water allocation were
developed after extensive
hydrological modelling.

The submitters argued
that they could be still
adjusting to the
restriction when further
restrictions where

The limitations and the timeframes
stated in the draft plan ensure the
equitable sharing of the water
resource between existing
entitlements and the environment.
The application of a twenty one day
period when lifting restrictions is
considered appropriate as this
timeframe allows sufficient time for
flow recovery.
File A

The resource
The plan’s provisions
operations plan are unchanged.
Referral Panel
considered this
issue and agreed
with the
department’s
recommendation
for the
provisions to
remain
unchanged.
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Departmental Analysis

Not within the
scope for
referral to the
resource
operations plan

Attachment 1D of the
plan has been
amended to show the
new zones for
Atherton subartesian

M

R

Submitters suggested
that a fourteen day
lead-in period for
applying restrictions
was more appropriate
as this would give
irrigators time to adjust
and prepare for the new
restriction. They also
requested a fourteen
consecutive day period
for sustaining flows
above the relevant
threshold before lifting
restrictions again.

The department considers, on the
basis of historical information, that
the thresholds for triggering a
restriction would not result in
limitations being applied more
frequently (than under previous
restrictions applied in accordance
with section 25 of the Water Act
2000) unless utilisation of
entitlements increase.

N

triggered.

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

AS
E

The limitations in the
draft plan propose a
seven day lead-in
period for triggering
a limitation as well as
a twenty-one day
consecutive period
for lifting the
restriction.

Submitter Issue

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration

-D

Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

R

EL
E

A comparative analysis of historical
practices and the application of
water sharing rules indicates that
these rules would have occurred
around the times when rosters and
restrictions were applied previously.
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The submitters also
suggested that some of
the trigger flows were
too high and should be
lowered so that
restrictions occur less
frequently.
These submitters, who
are all located in the
Atherton subartesian
management area A,
did not agree with the

Groundwater
management rules
for the Atherton
subartesian area A

RTI- 13-246

Sections 154A and
154B outline the
rules when seeking to
transfer a water
licence in the

When analysing the issues raised by
the submitters, the department
reviewed the zone configuration for
the Atherton subartesian area A and
agreed that the zones could be
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The submitters
suggested that the
zones be realigned to
catchment boundaries
of the major
watercourses within
management area A.

configured to better align with
catchment boundaries.

R

M

Zone A1 is now based on the part of
the Rocky Creek catchment that lies
within subartesian management area
A.

management area A.
There are now five
zones instead of six.

N

zone configuration for
this management area
which confined the
relocation of water
licences and seasonal
water assignment to the
zones specified.

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

Zone A2 is now based on the Spring
Creek catchment within subartesian
management area A.
Zone A3 is now based on the Cherry
Creek catchment within the
subartesian management area A.

EL
E

Sections 155A and
155B outline the
rules for seasonal
water assignments in
the Atherton
subartesian area.

Departmental Analysis

-D

Atherton subartesian
area to other land in
the Atherton
subartesian area.

Submitter Issue

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration
Referral Panel.

AS
E

Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

R

TI

D

L

R

One submitter also
requested the
amalgamation of two
zones into a single zone
as the submitter owns
conjoining land which
is located in two
different zones.

Groundwater
management rules
RTI- 13-246

Sections 157 of the
amending draft plan

Two submitters who
currently take

Zone A4 is now based on the
Mazlin Creek catchment within
subartesian management area A.
Zone A5 is now based on the
catchment boundary for the
unnamed tributary of the Barron
River that lies within the subartesian
management area A.
The draft resource operations plan
already allows inter-zonal seasonal
assignments where the location of
existing licences are in separate
zones but where on conjoined land.
The draft resource operations plan
proposes to use streamflows at

File A

The resource
operations plan

The plan’s provisions
for chapter 7A are
13 of 65

R

M

Picnic Crossing gauging station to
limit groundwater take in drier
periods when there is a higher risk
of impacting surface water base
flows. Baseflows are flows derived
from groundwater discharge to a
stream.

N

groundwater from zone
B9 (Peterson Creek) in
management area B
requested that the
groundwater
management rules for
this zone be based on
aquifer levels in
monitoring bores.
Where there is limited
data, groundwater
management in
Peterson Creek should
be implemented in
accordance with the
limitation rules, stated
in the draft plan, for
management area A
(i.e. Chapter 7A, Part 2,
Division 1).

-D

proposes that flows
and the subsequent
determination of
limitations for taking
water be measured at
the Picnic Crossing
gauging station for
water licences in
zones B1, B2, B3, B4
and B9 in Atherton
subartesian area B.

Departmental Analysis

Although Peterson Creek does not
contribute to the flow measured at
Picnic Crossing, the department has
recorded stream flows in Peterson
Creek that indicates a close
correlation between streamflows in
the Barron River and Petersen
Creek, particularly in relation to
base flow during dry periods.

R
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L

R

EL
E

for the Atherton
subartesian area B

Submitter Issue

AS
E

Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

RTI- 13-246

Several new monitoring bores have
been drilled in management area B,
including two new monitoring bores
within the Peterson Creek
catchment.
As more information becomes
available from these new monitoring
bores, improvements to the plan can
be made in the future. The plan
states that an amendment may be
made to the plan where that
amendment is necessary to
File A

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration
Referral Panel
considered this
issue and agreed
with the
rationale for the
draft amending
resource
operations plan
provisions.
The Panel noted
that although
managing
groundwater in
zone B9
(Peterson
Creek) using
trigger flows at
Picnic Creek
gauging station
was not ideal, it
was the most
suitable solution
at this time.

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions
unchanged.
Section 251B of the
ROP allows for an
amendment to be
made to chapter 7A,
where that
amendment is
necessary to
implement alternative
water sharing rules
for subartesian water.

The Panel also
agreed that the
current water
sharing rules be
viewed as an
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Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

Submitter Issue

Departmental Analysis
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implement alternative water sharing
rules for groundwater.

E

When analysing the issues raised by
the submitters, including the
alternative carry over provisions
proposed, the department consulted
SunWater Limited (as the Resource
Operations Licence holder) on the
suitability of the proposed
alternative carry over provisions and
the results of the modelling.

D

L

R

EL

EA
S

A number of submitters
were concerned that the
carry over rules relating
to when carry over
expires (subsection 5)
were too “restrictive”
or were “unrealistic”.
Submitters did not
propose a specific
cutoff level in the
storage.

TI

Section 81A in the
amending draft
resource operations
plan detailed the rules
that apply to water
allocation holders
who wish to carry
over part of their
unused water
allocation from one
water year to the next
water year.

R

Water sharing
rules for the
Mareeba Dimbulah
Water Supply
Scheme

Revised carry over provisions were
considered and modelled to evaluate
the impact, if any, on the water
allocation security and
environmental flow objectives
outlined in the water resource plan.

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration
interim solution
until new,
specific
management
rules for zone
B9 can be
derived from the
bore monitoring
data.
Not within the
scope for
referral to the
resource
operations plan
Referral Panel.

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

There has been a
slight amendment to
the plan’s provisions
to provide a better
description of when
carry over expires.
This clarifies the
cancellation of carry
over at the specified
volume relative to
storage capacity.

Modelling showed that when
Tinaroo Falls Dam storage level is
less than 75 percent capacity, the
announced allocation for medium
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Submitter Issue

Departmental Analysis

priority water allocations at the
commencement of the water year
would be reduced significantly. This
means that irrigators could not plan
for their enterprises with confidence
at the beginning of a water year.
Although the water allocation
security objectives for medium
priority water allocations are not
compromised by the reduced level
of announced entitlement, there is a
need to ensure farm planning
confidence. The storage percentage
below which carry over expires
should therefore remain at 75%.
This equates to 667 metres AHD
(not 668 metres AHD as stated in
the draft amending plan).
When developing relocation rules in
the draft resource operations plan,
an analysis of metered water use
data indicated that there were large
unsupplemented entitlements with
relatively low levels of water use.
For this reason, Emerald Creek,
above the supplementation point,
was identified as a relocation zone
where the transfer of water licences
could occur.

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

D

The submitters claimed
that while they held
supplemented water
allocations from the
Mareeba Dimbulah
Water Supply Scheme,
their unsupplemented
entitlements were
insufficient and they
had little opportunity to
secure additional water

TI

Section 148 details
the rules for the chief
executive to follow
when considering
applications to
transfer part or all of
a water licence to
other land.

R

Relocation of water
licences

L

R
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Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

The chief executive
may approve an
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Not within the
scope for
referral to the
resource
operations plan
Referral Panel.

The plan’s provisions
are unchanged.
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via trading within the
scheme.
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Analysis of existing
unsupplemented water licences
The submitters
indicates that there are a relatively
requested additional
small number of the licences in
other watercourses in this
unsupplemented
subcatchment with most being used
watercourses in
subcatchment area A be for stock and domestic purposes.
considered as
This suggests that there is limited
relocation zones.
additional water that could be
accessed by expanding the
relocation zones.
The water resource plan applies to
The submitters have
supplemented and unsupplemented
requested that the
construction of dams be surface water as well as groundwater.
The water resource plan does not deal
allowed in gullies.
with overland flow water, so the plan
does not prohibit the construction of
off-stream storages. In-stream
storages on watercourses have always
required a licence to impound water.

Not within the
scope for
referral to the
resource
operations plan
Referral Panel.

The plan’s provisions
are unchanged.

L

Sections 146 to 146C
in the amending draft
plan detail how the
chief executive must
deal with certain
water licence
applications. This
includes applications
which seek to
increase interference
with the flow of
water.

Final Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions

R

Constructing instream storages

Departmental Analysis

D

application to transfer
a water licence to
other land where the
proposed water
licence would
authorise water to be
taken from the same
zone as the existing
water licence.

Submitter Issue

Resource
Operations
Plan Referral
Panel
Consideration

TI

Key Issue

Draft Resource
Operations Plan
Provisions
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